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Abstract

This paper reports the process and outcomes of the design process of a game which educates children about management of privacy online. Using a participatory action research process informed by ethnographic data collection, children worked with the researchers to develop and play a game which simulates certain aspects of online privacy management as well as creating scaffolded experiential learning in a safe environment. The game allows children to develop autonomous skills and understandings, not only for more effective learning but also because it is only through autonomy that children can develop a sense of self which is necessary for understanding what it means to be private. The paper shows that children have quite sophisticated understandings of privacy, compared with some adult perceptions, and that these understandings include awareness of the risks posed by commercial organisations seeking to gather personal data from them. More broadly, the paper suggests that the engagement of children as research and design participants can lead to more successful approaches in the development of privacy literacy.

1. Introduction

The increasing use of the internet and social media in everyday life has seen growing concern about online safety and privacy, particularly with respect to children. Such concern is primarily expressed by adults and, accordingly, most initiatives are based on adult perceptions of children’s technology uses. The resulting initiatives, in the form of government legislation, educational programs, or parental control applications do not account for the experience and needs of children, nor their status as social actors. Sometimes, these approaches can do more harm than good (Marx and Steeves 2010; Nolan, Raynes-Goldie and McBride 2011). Importantly, these initiatives do not foster the development of children’s autonomous understanding of privacy (see Nolan, Raynes-Goldie and McBride 2011: 25-26). Based on this difficulty, we hypothesised that by engaging children with online privacy in a way that both respected and encouraged their autonomy as well as their status as social actors, they would be better able to develop their privacy literacy skills and thus be better equipped to make appropriate privacy decisions. Further, these privacy literacy skills need to be learned, not taught, and emphasise the risks and concerns that children themselves were expressing, rather than those imagined by adults. To this end, we undertook a two stage participatory action research project involving the design of a privacy literacy game with children as co-participants in the both the research and the design process. In the first stage, using collaborative facilitation techniques and ethnographic data collection, the researchers worked with the children to determine their current understandings of privacy with a particular focus on what they knew and what they wanted to know more about. This information was key to establishing the content and focus
of the second stage, which was the actual game co-creation. This paper details the foundations, processes and results of the project, titled *Gaming Privacy*, including both an overview of what the young co-creators already knew about privacy and the game’s effectiveness in facilitating the autonomous decision making skills that are, ultimately, the most effective way for children to be both safe and in control online.

2. Social media, children and privacy

For many people, daily life involves regular, often extensive, use of internet media and communications tools for human interactions in a shared digital environment. Such social media participation has become an everyday occurrence that no longer stands separate from other, non-networked activities (as explored comprehensively in Rainie and Wellman 2012). Many uses of the internet today, and social media in particular, depend on, or readily lead to, disclosure of people’s ‘actual’ identities, situating them in known contexts and leaving limited separation between digital and physical presentations and performances of self (Dwyer et al. 2007; Tufekci 2008; and Debatin et al. 2009). Unlike early forms of online communication, largely driven by the possibility of a separation between online and offline selves, now there are simply different modalities of a single self.

There is no one cause of these changes in the way humans share themselves via the internet. Commercial exploitation, more ubiquitous connectivity and mobile devices, and the emergence of Facebook as a dominant online interaction form, have all played their part. One significant consequence has been an increasing realisation that the internet, far from offering a private space in which to conduct social relations, is now a place where we might find ourselves more exposed, and perhaps more at risk. We now live in a time of socially mediated publicness, in which ‘social mediation blurs boundaries and pushes mutual redefinition between public and private’ (Baym and boyd 2012: 322). Users of social media always now negotiate the extent to which they are releasing information which might normatively be considered private (that is, whose release beyond a very specific set of trusted personal relationships might damage the individual concerned). Yet this negotiation can be unrealised, or worse, simply demanded, assumed or occur covertly (Schrammel et al. 2009: 276). Social media participation often does not provide cues that might remind people to be conscious of their privacy; moreover the digital environments that appear private can often become, without any significant effort or forewarning, entirely too public.

A related consequence of the rise of social media is that young people are consistently positioned in public debates as both more capable and yet also more incapable than older people (especially those who remember the transition to a networked world). It is regularly assumed that young people have high levels of technical skill in engaging with digital network media but lack equal skill in judging how to act online. This assumption of the inherent vulnerability of younger members of society is, of course, common to many activities. However, the higher level of skill in digital media is construed as exacerbating, not militating against, this lack of judgement, for younger people have ready access to modes of interaction and social engagement which they do not (it is claimed) yet know how best to manage. The most extreme form of this concern is that even when control is imposed, in some technological form, young people may ‘possess skills and social practices [that] can effectively undermine the effectiveness of technical solutions to protect them from online risks’ (Bryce and Klang 2009: 160).

A regular focus of both news reporting and scholarly research into the internet is the threats, potential and actual, which young people might encounter online, stemming from this status as naïve experts in an environment where privacy management is more complicated and yet very necessary (Livingstone 2006; Tufekci 2008; Raynes-Goldie 2011). The threat most regularly identified is that of sexual predation (Barnes 2006; boyd and Jenkins 2006; Albrechtslund 2008; Marwick 2008; Tufekci 2008). This concern, while well intentioned, is narrow. Steeves et al (2010: 4) notes that ‘fears that children are at risk of sexual predation and/or harassment online are over-stated at best and subject to moral panic at worst’. Also, the focus assumes that children do not face the privacy risks which most concern adults (risks of fraud for
example). It also presumes that children are not inherently worried about their privacy and need adult intervention (Bryce and Klang 2009).

Fears for children’s safety are invoked and amplified by commercial organisations selling software to allow parents to monitor, control or restrict children’s internet use (Marx and Steeves 2010; Nolan, Raynes-Goldie and McBride 2011). For example, the McAfee corporation states in their ‘research’ (serving as marketing): ‘Do you know what your kids are doing online—whether they are talking to strangers or putting their computers and themselves at risk? Chances are, you know something about what your kids are doing on the internet but not everything’ (McAfee 2010: 3). Educational initiatives and general information campaigns about young people and privacy also focus on online safety, most regularly teaching children and youth to protect themselves from online predators (Steeves et al. 2010), though also now often including a related form of predation, cyber-bullying by peers (see for example http://cybersmart.gov.au). The dominant understanding is that children are unable to negotiate or properly understand the idea and means of ‘being private’ online, compared with adults. However recent research suggests that not only do youth care about privacy (Tufekci 2008; Utz and Krämer 2009; Raynes-Goldie 2010), but that there is little difference between children’s privacy attitudes and behaviours and those of adults (Lenhart 2009). Moreover, there is evidence that technical capacity (or at least techno-social familiarity) with social media does correlate with the capability to manage privacy protection (Brandtzæg, Lüders and Skjetne 2010).

As a more realistic understanding of children, privacy and risk emerges, perhaps we now need to frame new goals for privacy promotion and education, and new ways of helping children effectively act in ways which protect them. Withers and Sheldon concluded, as a key finding from major research into online privacy, that ‘young people should be encouraged to create media texts … Creating their own media will enable young people to build greater critical skills towards information they access and create and learn more about the consequences of their actions online’ (2008: 7). Furthermore, Steeves et al. (2010) suggest that privacy education needs to encourage children to think critically about how marketing and data mining shape their online experiences and that there are other dangers than those posed by some invisible ‘strangers’ (see also Nolan et al. 2011). How then might we proceed to develop among younger people effective, applied knowledge about the variety of risks they face online so as to keep them safe in all respects, while still able to take advantage of the very significant benefits of online interaction?

3. Autonomy through experiential learning games

According to Piaget, autonomy is ‘the ability to think for oneself independent of reward and punishment, and to decide between right and wrong, and between truth and untruth’ (as cited in Kamii 1991: 382). Research into developmental psychology shows that autonomy is strongly linked with a child’s effective development with respect to identity formation and independence; responsibility; resilience; self-expression; pro-social behaviour; strong, trusting relationships; and critical thinking skills (see review in Nolan et al. 2011: 25-26). Such skills are vital to the development of healthy and effective understandings of privacy, for example the ability to assess properly who to trust or how to set appropriate interpersonal boundaries. Moreover, the development of autonomy and the related skill of self-control require the development of a sense of self that can serve as the locus for decision making about what to reveal of the self in public and thus for identity-forming social practices which in turn reinforce a sense of autonomy.

Experiential learning is classically defined as ‘the process whereby knowledge is created through the transformation of experience’ (Kolb 1984: 41). Such learning is effective because it ‘relies upon an

---

1 It is revealing that some of these products can infringe on privacy themselves, if in very different ways, by collecting data about the operations of individual users or by marketing additional services when installed (Grimes 2008a, 2008b; Marx and Steeves 2010).
engagement with social interactions and experience drawn from the “real world”’ (de Freitas and Neumann 2009: 345). It is clear that ‘although brain maturation plays a role, children’s and adolescents’ development of cognitive potentials depends on experience’ (Larson and Angus 2011: 284). In respect of privacy-related decision making, experiential learning offers children a more effective way to learn to be autonomous than other approaches. Furthermore, instructional approaches based on the transmission of content to students from authorised adults would be counter-productive in producing the kind of cognitive and social skills needed to learn to be effective in privacy management. Chaille notes ‘Educational experiences for young children should emphasize the construction of knowledge, not its transmission’ (2003: 7). More specifically, ‘By giving children opportunities to be independent, to make choices where appropriate, and to rely on themselves rather than on adults for materials and direction, we can greatly influence their sense of self, their confidence and sense of mastery, and their awareness of themselves as active constructors of knowledge—all aspects of being autonomous’ (Chaille 2003: 8).

Itin has argued that:

> The educator’s primary roles include selecting suitable experiences, posing problems, setting boundaries, supporting learners, insure physical and emotional safety, facilitating the learning process, guiding reflection, and providing the necessary information. (1999: 93)

Such a position draws the important connection between learning from experience and the scaffolding of the learner’s experience through the actions of a guide. In the normal use of scaffolding, the degree of support is reduced as learning proceeds, thereby increasing the autonomy of the learner in their educational experience. Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development describes this situation: ‘the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by independent problem solving and the level of potential development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance, or in collaboration with more capable peers’ (1978: 86). In this model, the goal of educators is to provide children with learning experiences within this zone while providing the appropriate support or scaffolding.

John Pijanowski (drawing on Bransford Brown and Cocking 2000), describes some of the practical activities involved in scaffolding:

> interesting the student in the task; reducing the number of steps required to solve a problem by simplifying the task, so that a student can manage components of the process and recognize when a fit with task requirements is achieved; maintaining the pursuit of the goal, through motivation of the student and direction of the activity; marking critical features of discrepancies between what a student has produced and the ideal solution; controlling frustration and risk in problem solving; and demonstrating an idealized version of the act to be performed. (Pijanowski 2009: 7)

One challenge is to create experiences realistic enough to constitute an engagement with the real world but which also permit the kind of scaffolding necessary to make experiences more than just experiences, allowing the transformative process by which they become knowledge. Furthermore, in working with younger children—especially in a risk-laden context such as online privacy—there needs to be significant distance between reality and the authentic recreation of that reality for the purposes of learning. It is true that ‘when children in our society live in a literate world in which many signals for reading, writing, investigating and mathematics are available, children are motivated to meet this world of adults’ (van Kuyk 2011: 137); but in learning about online privacy, the purpose is to avoid too early contact with ‘the world of adults’ until sufficient skills have been learned. So, if adult education often labours to make learning sufficiently authentic (Herrington and Herrington 2006), in the case of young children, the
challenge is to avoid *too much* authenticity while still having an experience appropriate to the application of the knowledge gained.

Games provide the answer to this challenge. The use of games as platforms for experiential learning has been explored by a number of researchers (discussed in Kiili 2005b), particularly with respect to so-called ‘serious’ games for change (Westera et al. 2008; Charsky 2010). By games, we do not mean ‘drill and practice’ (Charsky 2010: 178), but social games which deliberately involve experiential learning, with an ‘integration of game-play and pedagogy’ (Kiili 2005a: 17) through cycles of action and reflection, and exploration of different outcomes based on different inputs. Such games subtly include through their design the scaffolding needed for learning. Games also have key qualities necessary for learning about privacy at an early age. Miller and colleagues show how the ‘signature pedagogy’ (Shulman 2005: 52) of early education emphasises children ‘being encouraged to take responsibility for themselves and their actions’ (2012: 232). They conclude that that when children playing games are ‘facing challenges, communicating, learning and applying skills, reframing their understanding on the basis of feedback, and so on’, such games motivate learning and scaffold it effectively, in part because of the social interaction between players (2012: 234-235). Finally, the simulation aspect of games (e.g. Hofstede, De Caluwé and Peters 2010) has proven effective to create safe experience-based learning for younger children, allowing difficult concepts and contexts to be sufficiently constrained. Ultimately, in game play, what children can simulate is the life world of adult decision-making and, from that, learn experientially how best to become safely part of that world.

4. Game design as participatory action research

Privacy in online interaction is a complex area whose specific working for younger children is still not well understood, especially in relation to the management of information sought by commercial organisations. Further, it would appear an experiential game could usefully educate children to manage better their privacy autonomously. The research method that best suits exploration of this situation is action research, involving the co-creation of a game, with an embedded research process aimed at both informing game development process, but also in providing some initial understanding of privacy attitudes among young children, which is a largely unexplored area of research (Nolan and Weiss 2002; Jenson, De Castell and Bryson 2003; Nolan and Sponaas-Robins 2006; Bal and Combes 2006; Raynes-Goldie and Walker 2008; Nolan, Mann and Wellman 2008; Boler 2008; Nolan and Bakan 2009; Nolan 2010; Raynes-Goldie 2010a). To this end, the project took on two stages. In the first stage, we sought to discover what children already knew about online privacy; how they have been engaged by education; and what they felt was important to teach other children. The findings from this initial exploration then informed the game development in the second stage. In the second phase, which focused on game development, the co-creators learned the basics of game design so
they could be active in the research and design process. The game was then was iteratively co-designed through five prototypes to a finished product, focusing not just on how engaging it was to play, but also providing some initial findings with respect to its efficacy at developing skills in privacy management by children. The co-creators were central to the graphic and conceptual design of the game, including the ‘world’ in which play takes place, the type and nature of characters as well as their graphical representations.

Throughout all stages of the project, data was collected by studying the individuals in the actual process of design, producing thick descriptions of relationships and actions (Machin 2002), as well as collaborative facilitation techniques (Gunn 2008) and storytelling (Davis 2007). Group discussions about privacy, the game design process and playtest feedback sessions were recorded via written notes, audio recordings, still photographs and some video recording. Research and game design notes from group discussions and playtests were created collaboratively and shared and records kept.

The first stage of the project involved explicit discussion of the nature of privacy, online activity and the children’s experiences with the internet, so as to inform the design of the game. In these discussions we explored with our co-creators many of the different aspects of privacy while carefully avoiding the use of the term itself. We therefore attempted to ground the development of the concept in the children’s own experiences and knowledge, noting that, even for adults, ‘privacy’ is a very difficult notion to define (Solove 2007: 8). While there was no consensus for a singular notion of privacy, our discussions showed that children were well aware of the value of privacy and, accordingly, took steps to protect it, whether in a physical space (such as a bedroom) or a virtual one (for example, using avatars that did not reflect actual appearance).

All the co-creators bar one reported that adults had told them to be concerned about their online privacy, particularly in terms of ‘stranger danger’. However they said that had not been told that online companies might use their information, and had not been taught how to make choices about when or if to trust websites or online games. But the children were already aware of protecting themselves from institutional surveillance. One co-creator noted that the agreements needed to sign up for a game were not there to protect children but rather protected companies ‘from being sued’. Another evaluated the trustworthiness of sites based on the length of their Terms of Service agreements. While this evaluation tool may not be effective, it is clear evidence that children think critically about the privacy issues involved in using games online.

Our co-creators were already familiar with commercial services whose use might give rise to privacy concerns. They regularly played online games such as Monkey Quest (reported by five participants), Moshi Monsters (four), Club Penguin (five) and Webkinz (five). One co-creator also reported using a wiki (after getting his mother’s permission), while another used his mother’s account to play Farmville. Five co-creators reported they used Bitstrips, a site where people make and share comics. One was also heavily involved in Flipnote Hatena, an all-ages site to share Nintendo DS animations. Notably, we observed that children had broad notions of privacy that were expressed in terms of online privacy (as if the two were no different). During the workshops, they would frequently discuss broader issues only through experiences or thoughts relating to the online games they played, for example their concern at seeing a friend’s account being hacked or their frustrations with ‘greedy’ online game companies.

---

2 The curriculum was based on Schell’s (2008) The Art of Game Design and Woo’s GamerCamp Jr. Activity Kits. These kits can be downloaded from http://gamercampjr.com/gamemaking-kits/

3 Near the end of the project, she created a trailer for the game entirely on her own using Flipnote Hatena: http://gamingprivacy.org/2012/01/a-trailer/
In the second stage of the project, the researchers and co-creators worked together to create a privacy literacy game that focused on the key areas that had been identified in the first stage. A crucial element in the research and design process was the iterative development of heuristic guidelines by which children could make judgements of what risks might be taken and what trust should be placed in others. Such judgements are central to the ongoing, effective negotiation of privacy online. The guidelines, therefore, were central to the design of the game and, through play, the game would enable players to practise making these judgements. The guidelines were based on feedback from play-tests and group discussions, read through a context of decision making, learning theory and strategic planning, such as Pijanowski’s (2009) framework for developing a moral decision-making curriculum. The guidelines encompassed three basic stages of decision making: information gathering; assessment of pros and cons; and critical reflection, set in the context of websites, online games and other internet services. For example, in gathering information we suggested ‘Asking teachers, parents, or librarians’ or ‘asking friends’; in the second stage, using the information gathered, questions could be asked such as ‘What is the motivation or goal of the game or website? How might that affect me and my private information?’ In the third stage, the questions drew out the knowledge from the experience: ‘What happened as the result of my choice to use or not use the game or website?’ These heuristic rules for judging privacy risk and trust were embedded in game-play so as to make them ‘experienced’ rather than ‘taught’.

5. The Watchers: A privacy literacy game

_The Watchers_, a computer game/board game hybrid, was the result of the participatory co-research and co-design process just described. Both the board-game components and software are downloadable for free from the game website (http://watchersgame.com). The _The Watchers_ is played much like a conventional board game where a group of players interact with each other and the game while gathered around a table. Augmenting this play is the computer-game element, using a shared computer or tablet. The game software provides players an initial game tutorial and then guides them through the game itself, showing the progression of the game narrative and giving players feedback about the consequences of their actions. This computer-based element increases game immersion and narrative development in a way not possible with a board game alone. However, the collaboration demanded by sitting together at a table enables social and play interaction otherwise difficult to achieve with just a computer game.

_The Watchers_ is set in the fictional ‘Union City’, a city on the intersection of seven different ‘universes’. In this city, species from the universes live together. Tasked with protecting the city is a secret government organisation, ‘the Watchers’. Players take on the role of secret agents, one from each dimension, working together to solve mysteries and save the city from disaster. Union City has a very important feature: a computer network called Hatnet which citizens access via telepathic links in their hats. Hatnet is the key educational element in the game. It is, of course, a version of the internet and therefore serves as the basis for the learning outcomes around online privacy. However, the whole purpose of the game is to make this version _unlike_ the internet. Hatnet was designed to implement the Russian Futurist notion of creating critical distance through defamiliarisation, opening up familiar things for investigation and better understanding by making them strange (Bigge 2006). Crucially, therefore, and in order to maintain the illusion of difference which is required for greater comprehension, Hatnet is _never_ compared to the internet in the game. Indeed, the internet is never mentioned at all. Hatnet makes sense inside the non-real setting. It is consistent _with_ the game, and equivalent _to_ the real-world learning focus. Thus, in the game, there is a version of Facebook, called Puffbook. This distance from reality produces the possibility of experiential learning through exploration and discussion of that distance. At the same time, especially for younger players, it makes the concepts to be learned more accessible.

---

4 The board-game component is easily printable and assembled using a standard printer, paper, scissors and tape. The board game is also available in a professional printed version which can be ordered at cost on the game website.
The game has three different episodes, each of which contains three missions to be completed. Each episode explores basic concepts of why and how internet-based games and websites collect and utilise personal information. The specific concepts explored are data shadows (the information we put online remains, like a shadow, yet not easily seen); information gathering and aggregation by large companies; and the use of personal information for marketing purposes. These missions and episodes use the well-established concept of game levels: the first mission is the easiest, with the greater difficulty as players move from one mission to the next. Each episode is a self-contained experience, with its own story but, as players progress from one episode to the next, they work with ideas, characters and plots from the previous episodes which are all part of an overarching narrative. The mission / episode approach builds in rewards for effective learning since, until the problem in each level is solved, players cannot progress. The episodic structure and overarching narrative enables a deeper experience where players are actively engaged with the story and characters. The narrative encouraged continued advancement through the game. The use of this mission / episode structure also allowed creation of the scaffolding necessary for effective experiential learning as well as to create specific subsidiary learning outcomes, whose achievement then enables deeper learning in future. This scaffolding is concealed, enabling players to learn while not realising they are doing so, employing the concept of immersion in game-play, a common trait of successful learning games (Kiili 2005b).

In each mission, players must work together as a team to solve mysteries in Union City; the game-play involves gathering and using information to solve each mystery. The game reveals over time how these events are related, though this is not clear at first to players. For example, in the first episode, the Watchers must solve a case where Hatnet users find that unwanted, duplicate avatars of themselves are appearing. These avatars wreak havoc on the city, inundating people with unwanted advertisements. As the missions unfold, players learn that the duplicates were inadvertently created by the collection of personal information from Hatnet users. Over the next two episodes, it is gradually revealed that these duplicates were part of a larger plan by a company named Zongog to gather and analyse personal information about everyone in the city in order to sell a highly addictive toy.

The three-stage guidelines discussed above are crucial in helping players to learning how these concepts work and the need for thoughtful decision-making. In each mission, the first stage of solving the mystery is to gather information. The game begins with six investigation cards placed on the game board. Players travel around the board, collecting ability cards (research, intuition, observation and conversation) which they use to unravel the mystery. For example, in the third episode, the players must find a way to contact the CEO of Zongog. The players are given a number of options including: sneaking into the Zongog headquarters; sending a message to the CEO on LinkedUp (a version of LinkedIn); or paying a Zongog insider to facilitate the message. Through their investigations, players uncover the various pros and cons of each action. These investigations comprise a standard set of three choices: analysing an agreement; asking an informant; or researching history. For example, asking an informant about sneaking into the Zongog headquarters reveals to players that it is very difficult to sneak in without being seen, and as a consequence, everyone on the team would lose some game resources. This set of choices, based our heuristic guidelines, are transferable to real-world assessments of online services. For example, the ‘researching history’ option aligns with researching the past activities of an internet company, like Facebook, in its treatment of users; ‘analysing an agreement’ models the act of reading the Terms of Service or privacy policy of an online game.

We discovered an important part of practising and engaging with the guidelines was through social interaction and collaborative assessment. Thus, team-based discussion and co-ordination are another important aspect of The Watchers. The players have to work together to plan how best to investigate each mystery, while managing the group’s shared resources. Goals are reached as a team and not through individual players competing with one other. Even though the game-play is largely based on individual turns, the players can plan together what each person will do on their turn for the best collective outcome.
In addition to this informal process, evident in how the game was played by our participants, each episode requires a formal discussion of outcomes. Each player presents their choice of the best action to take to the group based on the information gathered. The group then deliberates and decides which choice to take. These choices have consequences in later missions. For example, if the team chooses to engage in questionable activities, such as hacking into a database or another action that might threaten someone else’s privacy, their reputation or whuffie decreases. As a team’s whuffie decreases, so does the willingness of characters in the game to help the team, making future investigations more difficult. This interaction between choices, actions and consequences completes the three-stage approach by enabling players to reflect on the relationship between actions and outcomes.

The game mechanics mirror and reinforce the narrative of the game. Just as the potential pros and cons of various actions are uncovered through the game’s storyline when players complete investigations, the game’s mechanics encourage the same sort of critical thinking, deliberation and teamwork. The currency of the game—infobux—is held by the team rather than individual players and some actions require its use, thus requiring discussion with the group. In contrast, ability cards, required to complete investigations, are collected and held by individual players. But, completing an investigation requires the right combination of Ability cards—a combination rarely held by a single player. Players can share cards, but only under certain circumstances, and there is also a limit on the number of rounds the team has to complete an investigation. Thus, to succeed, players must work together to plan an optimal approach for their individual actions, balancing the risks and rewards of any specific approach.

6. Conclusions

Designing, improving and playing The Watchers has shown the possibilities of achieving a successful learning outcome about technology, through technology, when children’s own perspectives and experiences are taken into account, as well as their approach to play and learning through play. Through careful game design, scaffolding for experiential learning was included to guide their development of autonomous skills in managing privacy as well as creating a simulation both strange and familiar necessary to engage their attention and make for a safe learning experience.

The learning goal of the game was, broadly, to increase players’ abilities in everyday life to assess risks to privacy and make appropriate judgements about when, what and who to trust. The aim was to enhance children’s autonomy through their ability to control their privacy better in online contexts. Throughout the research and design process we emphasised these outcomes and tested the degree to which we were succeeding. We gained insight into the game’s design and success through direct feedback from the co-creators via discussions before and after playing, and through observation during play-test sessions. In these sessions, the children discussed the choices they had made and assessed different results. One notable outcome was that, without adult prompting, the co-creators began integrating this kind of debate into their game-play during the playtests. It was decided that this process should become part of the game itself and so, in later versions of the game, the debate process was made a necessary part of the end of each episode. The process of design suggested that children have a strong sense of the benefit of social interaction and collaborative assessment as a means for learning about privacy-oriented behaviour and value that interaction with peers as a key problem solving technique.

The game also related to the everyday decisions children make online. In a final feedback session we asked the co-creators if they felt the skills they developed in the game could be applied to ‘real life’. One of them replied ‘One of the things I do before I want to join an online game is Google it first and I see what people are saying....’ We asked the group ‘What [game category] might that fall under?’ One replied

5 A term borrowed from Cory Doctorow’s Down and Out in the Magic Kingdom (2003), where it is essentially used to describe social capital.
‘Ask informants’ to which the original co-creator added, ‘It would fall under ask informants or research history... because people talk about it on the internet as well as just write about it on the internet and say “Oh this is a good game”’. There were similar comments from other co-creators about this specific aspect of the game, as well as more broadly, such as that ‘[the game shows that] you have to look carefully at actions before you choose’, or that it shows ‘how to trust people and websites, look at the consequences of what you’re agreeing to’.

One co-creator reflected on his experience by saying that the game helped him to understand the privacy consequences of using online games but did not tell him how to ‘solve the consequences’. The challenge he expressed was that truly protecting privacy online can mean opting out entirely, which is neither ideal (given the benefits of online interaction) nor realistic (given the social expectations to engage in this behaviour). The game, in our view, can therefore help to develop a critical awareness of the challenges of privacy, not just the techniques involved in managing it. At the same time, the children reported that the game helped them to work together as a team and that they improved their discussion and negotiation skills. One of the co-creators said that it helped him to learn how to convince other people of his ideas and we also observed these skills during our play-test sessions. While not immediately related to privacy, learning these skills in the context of a privacy-oriented game suggests that privacy management by children can be enhanced by the more general development of their cognitive and social skills, enabling them to rely on (and help) others with challenges.

The logistics of the project also point to some important directions and considerations for future research, particularly with respect to further evaluation. Due to the scope of the project, imposed by the logistical realities of working with children, it was only possible to work with one group of children. The result of this is a degree of limitation in early feedback and testing for the game, as the children who co-created it were also its first evaluators. Thus, the researchers hope to develop a second phase of the project with second group of children to allow for a deeper evaluation and refining of the game.

Ultimately, the research and design process for The Watchers suggests two key considerations for the authorities (parents and institutions) who are rightly charged with the responsibility of keeping children safe while also allowing them to learn how autonomously to take care of themselves. Firstly, as experienced repeatedly in the process of discussing privacy while designing the game, children are not the naïve experts imagined by some public discourses. By treating children as partners in learning (as in the game design process), adults are much more likely to connect with the concerns they have and develop with them effective approaches to privacy management. Second, the research suggests the efficacy of games as the locus for simulated experiential learning, where the skills learned and decisions to be made are as real as can be, but the environment is sufficiently unfamiliar to both engage the children’s sense of play and also make them think explicitly about activities that might otherwise be tacit. This combination of taking children seriously as partners in learning, but through the medium of games (normatively understood to be not serious) creates a useful combination by which to address the important concerns of allowing children to work out how they themselves can be safe online.
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